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iNtRoduCtioN to NCRC

NCRC, the National Child Research Center, is the 
oldest continuously running preschool in Washington, 
D.C. Celebrating its 90th year, the school is a national 
leader in early childhood education. Over its remarkable 
history, NCRC’s innovative, play-based, collaborative 
approach to preschool education has benefited 
generations of children. Its highly-skilled faculty, warm 
and nurturing environment, research-based practices 
and curriculum, commitment to diversity and inclusion, 
and focus on the whole child continue to make it a 
model preschool and a uniquely enriching place for 
young children and their families.

ouR stoRy, stRategy & stReNgths

NCRC’s rich history begins in the late 1920s with the 
then radically innovative idea in the value of studying 
children’s behavior. This interest in child study and parent 
education led representatives of eight organizations 
to obtain an $80,000 three-year grant from the Laura 
Spelman Rockefeller Memorial to begin what was then 
known as Washington Child Research Center. When 
the grant ended in 1931, parents were faced with 
losing their children’s school. With more determination 
than funds, they came together to purchase a home 
at NCRC’s current campus in the Cleveland Park 
neighborhood of Washington, D.C., establishing 
itself as an independent preschool and leader in 
early education. In the 1970s, NCRC introduced a 
pioneering speech program with Gallaudet University, 
enabling dozens of deaf children to be mainstreamed 
into the NCRC program and training educators to 
translate the curriculum to programs throughout the 
area. This program ran for nine years later and led to 
the development of a full inclusion program for children 
of various special needs which launched in the mid-
1980s.

NCRC faculty have always taken their learnings 
and shared them with incoming faculty and to the 
greater community for the good of all children and 
the advancement of the early childhood education 
profession. During the Great Depression, NCRC faculty 
trained 180 visiting teachers in “emergency nursery 
school teaching” under the Federal Emergency Relief 
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Our Mission

Founded in 1928, the National 
Child Research Center provides a 
collaborative approach to preschool 
education in an environment that 
nurtures the whole child, fosters 
partnerships with families, and 
is committed to the inclusion of 
children with special needs. A 
highly trained, multi-disciplinary 
faculty employs developmentally 
appropriate practices, supported by 
ongoing professional development 
and sound research. Essential 
to its role as a model of early 
childhood education is the creation 
of a diverse, respectful community. 
Both within and beyond the 
school community, NCRC seeks 
opportunities to advocate for all 
children and their families.
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Administrations. In 1960, NCRC faculty led the way in training Head Start teachers. Midway through 
the same decade, NCRC hosted the first conference of its kind on early childhood education: “Children 
Under Six: Crucial Issues for Education for Today’s World.” By the 1970s, the school adopted a co-
teaching model increasing the ratio of faculty to children. 

NCRC continues to be inspired and tempered by the wisdom and experience of almost 90 years, 
sharing its long-standing model of a play-based preschool program with others. The school’s early 
mission remains almost identical to that of today: a curriculum rooted in early child development; 
parent education; outstanding faculty; inclusion of children with special needs; and an implementation 
of appropriate, cutting-edge research.

stRategiC PlaN

In 2011, the Board of Trustees created a strategic plan for NCRC that focuses on affirming our 
mission, values, and strengths as a school through a set of intentional goals, including:
• Community: Support, educate, and engage parents and families; foster partnerships in support of 

NCRC’s educational mission; and bolster relationships with alumni and neighbors;  
• Faculty and Staff Development: Retain a diverse, highly trained, multi-disciplinary faculty and 

ensure that NCRC is at the forefront of current methodology and emerging best practices in early 
childhood education;

• Diversity: Build an increasingly diverse environment in which every student, family, and staff 
member feels welcome, included, reflected, and celebrated;

• Inclusion: Enhance the inclusion program so that it remains at the forefront of inclusive early 
childhood education, incorporating best practices and the latest academic research;

• Sustainability: Establish NCRC as a leader in environmental sustainability practices and curriculum 
in the preschool setting;

• Fiscal Strength: Expand and diversify the revenue of the school, exercise responsible fiscal 
management, and build towards the establishment of an endowment.

In 2016, the Board extended the strategic plan for two more years, with a particular focus on four 
pillars:
• Educational Excellence: Set the standard for early childhood education
• Program Design: Meet the needs of families, including by exploring new programmatic offerings
• Ways and Means: Secure near and long-term financial strength
• Front Porch: Cultivate a diverse and vibrant community

iNNovative CuRRiCulum

NCRC faculty engage and encourage each and every child. Our innovative, child-centered program 
is a play-based curriculum rooted in sound research and developmentally appropriate practices that 
reveal and enhance each child’s skills. The curriculum is strategic. It is intentional. It is emergent. It 
encourages and channels a child’s natural inquisitiveness to foster a lifetime interest in learning and 
exploring. Every aspect of the school is designed to support its students and focus on the important 
relationships between teachers, children, and families.
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highly-eduCated faCulty

NCRC faculty are the heart and soul of the school. The school employs faculty, staff, and administrators 
who lead by example and strive to uphold the school’s mission. Our staff and faculty arrive to the 
Washington, D.C. campus each day eager to learn and to teach, bringing their broad experiences and 
professional expertise with them. NCRC offers regionally competitive compensation and benefits and 
strongly supports professional development.

Seventy-five percent of faculty have or are working towards master’s degrees in education or related 
fields. Our faculty believe that each child is unique, and the school takes great care to meet each child 
where they are. Our core teaching staff is enriched by a Child Development Team as well as faculty 
members who specialize in music, Spanish, motor skills, and library studies.

The Child Development Team (CDT), an integral part of NCRC’s program, includes a Counselor, 
Occupational Therapist, and Speech Language Pathologist. The CDT supports every child, family, 
and teacher in the areas of: Social-Emotional Development, Sensory Regulation, Self-Help Skills, 
Motor Skills, and Speech & Language Development. For children who need additional support, the 
CDT provides weekly enrichment groups for students in the Early Beginnings and Play Pals programs 
and assists in the Individual Learning Plan process.

Today, teachers expand their knowledge through myriad professional development opportunities. In 
addition to attending conferences, faculty members compete annually for the Susan Piggott Award. 
To further support our faculty, NCRC developed a partnership with American University’s School of 
Education. Every two years, an NCRC faculty cohort has the opportunity to earn a master’s degree in 
education at American University, fully funded.

CommitmeNt to diveRsity, equity & iNClusioN

NCRC has a decades-long commitment to the inclusion of all children. NCRC welcomes children with 
mild to moderate special needs. Our goal is to collaborate with our families to make a positive difference 
in every child’s educational experience. An inclusive school community broadens perspective and 
cultivates empathy among all our families.

Our inclusion program is guided by the Special Needs Initiative Committee (SNIC), as well as DICE: 
Diversity, Inclusion, Cultural Competence, and Equity Committee. These are two committees of the 
Board of Trustees which include board members as well as faculty and parent representatives from 
the school community-at-large.

NCRC welcomes families and faculty of all backgrounds and family structures. To further encourage 
and support families across the socio-economic spectrum for the benefit of the entire community, the 
school provides tuition assistance.

eNgaged aNd diveRse PaReNt & CaRegiveR CommuNity

In 1930, the Washington Post described NCRC as a “novel place, a ‘young republic of toddlers’ 
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where parent participation was integral.” Parent participation remains integral today. Our parents 
enthusiastically engage with children and faculty via the Parents Association; as leaders of beloved 
seasonal events such as the Pumpkin Party, Winter Celebration, Tuition Assistance Auction, and end 
of school Pajama Picnic; as Room Parent volunteers; and through parent-initiative groups such as 
the Dads’ Team and Moms’ Team.
 
NCRC’s parent and caregiver community is diverse and welcoming to all family structures and 
backgrounds. Just as our children make lifelong friends at NCRC, so do their parents. These 
friendships forged in early parenting years strengthen the community, cultivating a deep bond and 
sense of belonging for among all families and NCRC which continues long after children graduate.

faCilities, fiNaNCes & fuNdRaisiNg

In the early 1930s, amidst a depressed economic climate, a devoted parent community raised $32,500 
to purchase NCRC’s current home - 3209 Highland Place NW - in Cleveland Park. Today, the indoor 
campus spans two renovated buildings; multiple playscapes and vegetable gardens nestled on the 
property among the mature trees and rolling grounds serve as ever evolving outdoor classrooms. 
The financial value of the property and plant has appreciated greatly in the intervening years, adding 
more than $7M of fixed asset value to the school’s balance sheet, but to our community its graceful 
setting is magical and priceless.

NCRC’s annual operating budget is approximately $4.5M. The school’s cash reserves, long-term 
investment portfolio, and other board-designated funds exceed $6M. Similar to most independent 
schools, NCRC relies heavily on tuition and fundraising to support operating costs. NCRC’s after-
school enrichment programs and summer camp provide additional revenue. The school’s fundraising 
efforts are managed by a Head of Advancement and guided by the Advancement Committee of the 
Board of Trustees. In addition to an annual fund, the school raises proceeds for tuition assistance 
through a celebratory and community-building winter auction.

goveRNaNCe, aCCReditatioN & membeRshiP

NCRC is governed by a committed, passionate, and distinguished Board of Trustees. The Board 
balances organizational stewardship and long-range planning while recognizing the critical and 
differentiated role that school leaders have in running the institution’s day-to-day operations.

Twenty-one trustees comprise this self-perpetuating Board which includes current parents, alumni 
parents, adult alumni, and faculty representatives, as well as notable regional leaders in the non-profit 
and educational community. Board Committees and subcommittees include the: Executive Committee; 
Finance Committee; Investment Sub-Committee; Advancement Committee; Trustee Committee; 
Diversity, Inclusion, Cultural Competence, and Equity Committee; and Special Needs Initiatives 
Committee.

NCRC is an accredited member of the Association of Independent Maryland and DC Schools (AIMS), 
the Association of Independent Schools of Greater Washington (AISGW), the National Association 
for the Education of Young Children (NAEYC), the Black Student Fund, and the Latino Student Fund. 
Notably, NCRC is the only independent preschool to be accredited by AIMS.
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the NCRC legaCy: life beyoNd NCRC

From the very beginning, social-emotional learning has been at the heart of an NCRC education. 
Compassion, kindness, character, and mindfulness are the essence of what children learn and carry 
with them far beyond their elementary school years. In the early 1930s when President Roosevelt’s 
grandson entered NCRC, the Associated Press noted: “Buzzie and his 19 classmates are not 
bothered with reading, writing, and arithmetic, they are learning lessons in living.”

When it comes time for a child to move beyond NCRC, families work directly with NCRC’s Head of 
School and Outplacement Coordinator to create a plan tailored for each child. NCRC Alumni are 
sought at highly regarded independent, parochial, and public schools across the region including: 
Beauvoir, Georgetown Day School, Maret, Sheridan, Sidwell Friends, and Washington International 
School, among others.

ResPoNsibilities

The Head of School serves as the institution’s senior most executive. In that role, the Head of School 
has responsibilities that span strategy, operations, fiscal management, programming, and external 
affairs.

Strategic: The Head of School, reporting to the Board of Trustees, is responsible for achieving and 
advancing the school’s mission, executing on the strategic plan, and, in partnership with the Board, for 
setting the school’s future strategic priorities to enable long-term institutional success.

Operational: The Head of School is responsible for recruiting, hiring, developing, and retaining 
faculty (inclusive of administration and staff). The Head is also responsible for operational condition, 
maintenance, and upkeep of the school’s campus, data, technology and systems, and physical plant 
and assets.

Fiscal: The Head of School is responsible for the fiscal health and wellbeing of the institution including 
leading and directing fundraising and advancement, procurement, budgeting, and financial planning.

Programmatic: The Head of School is responsible for creating, developing, and overseeing play-based 
academic programs; managing robust enrollment management; and leading successful outplacement 
tailored to the needs of the students and families. The Head is responsible for the safety and well-being 
of all students.

External: The Head of School represents the School to external and internal constituencies including but 
not limited to student, parent, alumni, donor, prospective families, community neighbors and partners, 
and the broader educational community at large.

ChalleNges aNd oPPoRtuNities

For the passionate, skilled, early-childhood education administrator, the Head of School position at 
NCRC offers a unique and compelling opportunity to lead one of the country’s preeminent institutions, 
shaping the future of early childhood education and the lives of hundreds of families in and around the 
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nation’s capital. The school’s strengths are abundant: a national reputation for excellence built over 
90 years serving students with innovative programs; superb facilities; outstanding teachers; dedicated 
trustees; and excellent finances. Accordingly, the next Head of School must be an experienced and 
confident leader well-prepared to lead a sophisticated school community. NCRC’s next Head of 
School will position the school to dynamically serve the needs of millennial families, incorporating the 
next waves of innovative curricula, technology, and programmatic developments, to fuel the school’s 
inclusive mission for generations to come.

As the school looks forward to its 100th anniversary, the community recognizes that the market for 
early childhood education in Washington, D.C. is changing. A central challenge for the next Head will 
be to position NCRC to take advantage of those changes.

NCRC has a long-term commitment to inclusion in its programming and it enrolls a richly diverse 
student body. The next Head will be charged to determine how best to maintain those commitments. 
Additionally, the next Head will want to build a shared sense of purpose among staff old and new to the 
school. NCRC’s Head must be an enthusiastic fundraiser who is eager to share the vision and promise 
of the school’s future. NCRC’s Head is also expected to play a central role in counseling families on 
selection of next schools and supporting the children’s applications to those schools.

For most parents, NCRC is the first school of which they will be a part as a family. The Head of NCRC 
is looked to as an expert in child-development and serves as a counselor and guide for parents. This 
requires patience, calm, and a willingness to work closely and enthusiastically with parents on issues 
and challenges both large and small.

The opportunities and challenges awaiting the next Head align with the four pillars of the school’s 
extended strategic plan:
• Educational Excellence: Set the standard for early childhood education
• Program Design: Meet the needs of families, including by exploring new programmatic offerings
• Ways and Means: Secure near and long-term financial strength
• Front Porch: Cultivate a diverse and vibrant community

qualifiCatioNs aNd ChaRaCteRistiCs of the Next head of sChool

National Child Research Center seeks a new Head who will embody many of the following qualifications 
and characteristics:
• Deep commitment to early childhood education with substantial teaching experience.
• Proven leadership ability, probably through experience as a senior-level administrator at one or 

more schools
• Personnel management – experience in attracting, developing, and retaining high-performing 

teachers.
• Excellent executive leadership and organizational skills. The Head must skillfully navigate different 

constituencies – students, teachers, parents, neighbors, and the Board of Trustees.
• The ability to manage a budget and make mission-appropriate financial decisions.
• A growth mindset. The skill and vision to think strategically with the school community as NCRC 

moves toward its 100th year.
• Thoughtful, inclusive, modern, and effective approach to marketing and communications.
• Familiarity with the independent school application process. 
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• Ability to nurture a culture of collaboration and trust among teachers and parents.
• Unwavering and proven commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion.
• Kindness, integrity, patience, and a sense of humor.

to aPPly

Interested and qualified candidates should submit electronically in one email and as separate documents 
(preferably as PDFs) the following materials:
• Cover letter expressing communicating your fit with the values and needs of the National Child 

Research Center,
• Current résumé,
• Statement of educational philosophy and practice,
• List of five references with name, phone number, and email address of each (references will not be 

contacted without the candidate’s permission) to:

Peter Philip
Senior Consultant
peter.philip@carneysandoe.com

Burke Zalosh
burke.zalosh@carneysandoe.com
Senior Search Associate

equal oPPoRtuNity PoliCy aNd PRaCtiCe

NCRC believes that each individual is entitled to equal employment opportunity without regard to race, 
color, religion, gender, national origin, age, disability, genetic information, veteran status, sex (including 
pregnancy, childbirth, related medical conditions, or breastfeeding), marital status, personal appearance, 
sexual orientation, gender identity or expression, family responsibilities, matriculation, or political affiliation 
of any individual or any other characteristic protected under federal, state, or local anti-discrimination laws. 
The school’s equal employment opportunity practices extend to recruitment, hiring, selection, compensation, 
benefits, transfer, promotion, training, discipline, and all other terms, conditions, and privileges of 
employment. All employees are responsible for complying with the school’s equal employment opportunity 
policy. Candidates from underrepresented or historically marginalized backgrounds are encouraged to 
apply.


